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How campuses are using hosted solutions to fill gaps in their identity management suite

Campuses are increasingly turning to cloud-hosted identity solutions to replace components of existing services, or as a supplement to local identity 
management systems. From guest access via social identity to proxy services that enable federation, Cirrus Identity SaaS solutions are filling the bill for 
many campuses.

In this webinar, staff from the Booth School of Business at the University of Chicago, Carnegie Mellon, and Oregon State will share use cases for 
incorporating new, hosted identity services with highly effective local identity tools. Specifically, you’ll learn about:

Hosted Identity Provider Proxy integration to provide federation with Jive Software
Linking campus IDMS attributes with social attributes for alumni login
Using APIs to trigger email invitations for students inviting parents’ social identities
Cirrus Gateway integration with Canvas

Designing managed solutions that integrate well with campus services requires thoughtful planning. Cirrus Identity will use part of the webinar to poll the 
community for input on some current product design questions. And you'll get to see how the community opines on some interesting topics. We hope you'll 
join us!

Presenters:

Dedra Chamberlin, CEO, Cirrus Identity
Darren Young, Systems and Security Architect, Booth School of Business at the University of Chicago
Helen Feder, Principal Systems Software Engineer, Carnegie Mellon University
Erica Lomax, Director - Identity and Access, Oregon State University

Phone Back-up

Audio will be available via Adobe Connect. There is a dial-in back-up:

734-615-7474, or 866-411-0013

PIN: 0105266#

About Cirrus Identity

Cirrus Identity is a team of experts in identity management for higher ed and research; we build cool, cloud-hosted identity management solutions for 
higher ed and research. Our products can help you whether you need a guest account system that leverages social identities like Google and LinkedIn 
(with invitation and account linking options), or a proxy service for those vendor apps that talk to only one SAML IdP endpoint, or a hosted SAML Identity 
Provider. Learn more about our team and our services at http://cirrusidentity.com

About the Internet2 Trust & Identity Solution Providers (formerly InCommon Affiliates)

Internet2 Trust & Identity Solution Providers, formerly known as InCommon Affiliates, are part of the Internet2 Industry Program. These providers offer 
software, support, integration, and consulting related to identity and access management, and other trust services. You can learn more about this program 
at .www.incommon.org/affiliates
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